DELIVERING
CUSTOMER
VALUE DURING
DISRUPTION
Conventional wisdom holds that
“no one buys a million-dollar solution
over the phone.” While this maxim
no longer holds up universally, making
time for an in-person meeting signiﬁes
importance and focus and often
alleviates the perception of risk.
Strategic use of in-person meetings,
especially early and late in a sales
process, correlates to better results.
So what happens when in-person
meetings aren’t possible?
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As the global spread of COVID-19 drives
many commercial organizations to cut back
on travel and meetings and adopt social
distancing policies, many chief sales officers
(CSOs) find themselves with large sales teams
of frequent flyers grounded in the office,
functioning more like inside sales reps.

So it’s not surprising that the vast majority
of B2B buyers (77%) told us that they did
not see salespeople as a resource for solving
their business problems. And, tellingly, sales
organizations reported to us that both
customer retention and depth of customer
relationships declined over the past two years.

These drastic changes come at a vulnerable
time for sales organizations. Business
buyers, heavily influenced by their consumer
purchasing experiences, rapidly escalated
their expectations for sellers in the past few
years. Sellers aren’t scoring well against these
new standards. Recent research4 with 1,500
sales organizations identifies several notable
gaps:

With such headwinds, commercial
organizations cannot afford an unanticipated
shift in how they sell to result in further
distance between their sellers and buyers.

•

31% of sales organizations say
they eﬀectively identify and gain
access to decision-makers.

•

39% provide clients with insights
and perspective to reframe thinking.

•

Only 40% indicate they successfully
use questioning skills to reveal
buyers’ realized and unrealized needs.

•

Slightly more than half (51%)
articulate solutions well aligned
to buyer needs.

4 CSO Insights, 2019 World-Class Sales Practices Study

WHAT
TO DO
NEXT?
There are immediate options
that commercial firms can
take to proactively drive a
(temporary) move to virtual
selling that won’t result
in customer friction.
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FOCUS ON
PERSPECTIVE
Sellers cannot waste buyers’
time on check-ins or low-value
conversations. A prospect may
pay attention out of politeness
in an in-person meeting, but
a virtual interaction almost
certainly leads to them multitasking with everything else that
they have on their plate.
Fortunately, buyers in our
study shared that they have
not relegated all sellers to
answering RFPs. The difference?
Perspective. Perspective selling
is an evolution of solution selling
in which sellers bring their
insights, networks, and unique
expertise to educate buyers and
expand their points of view.

Providing perspective strongly
correlates with deep customer
relationships and allows sellers
more—and earlier—access to
buyers. In a virtual setting,
perspective needs to come
first and come often, from the
moment a seller contacts a lead
to implementation and beyond.
To begin adopting perspective,
create valid business reasons
for virtual meetings. What is the
customer going to learn? What
expertise can you offer to clients
and prospects as they reshape
their businesses in response
to COVID-19? Think about how
you can help them and provide
insights—not how you sell
them something.
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RECONFIGURE
SALES CONTENT

Virtual meetings allow for more effective use of sales content.
Sellers can seamlessly move from demo environments to
collateral and presentations, guiding conversations with agility
that’s often not possible in person. So, it’s critical that sellers
align presentations to both the stage of the sales process
and personalized to the situation.
Take advantage of the
opportunity that online
conversations offer to revisit
or create a content strategy
that better equips sellers with
precise content useful in a
range of settings—such as
email, social media or a web

CONTENT DELIVERY
ALSO NEEDS
ENHANCEMENT. IT’S
HARDER TO “READ
THE ROOM” IN A
VIRTUAL SETTING.
meeting—and stages in the
buying process. Prepare for
longer sales cycles as clients
bring in additional criteria
for spending or postpone
decisions. Make sure that
your content helps the
decision-making process.

Disconnected content requires
buyers to spend more energy
sifting through information
and prolongs next steps.
Content delivery also needs
enhancement. It’s harder to
“read the room” in a virtual
setting. Many a high-performing
seller, sensing disengaged
participants, chooses to turn
off a projected PowerPoint
to walk over to a whiteboard
and map out a new approach.
Sellers need to replicate this
in a virtual environment. By
verbally acknowledging,
checking for understanding
and acceptance, confirming
and clarifying, salespeople can
determine if content resonates
with clients or they need to
course-correct.
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GROW AND MINE

NETWORKS
In-person meetings often lead to
convenient introductions to additional
decision-makers, rapport-building and
a first-hand view of the client’s work
environment. Sellers new to working
virtually now need to capture this
information and gain these connections
online by enhancing their social media
presence. Using social networking
effectively and following social selling best
practices helps sellers identify and engage
the six or more buying inﬂuences typically
involved in a complex purchase. And it
provides a vehicle for sellers to share
perspective between formal meetings.
Social networks also provide opportunities
for connecting customers with peers
who share similar challenges. In times of
disruption, business buyers look outside
their company for validation and insights.

Mutual connections help engender trust
and establish credibility with buyers not
used to buying complex solutions from
someone they have not met, or those
facing more conservative spending
requirements.
Creating these connections can be
found internally, as well. Some of the
most powerful players that a sales team
can bring to a conversation include
representatives from customer success,
service and product development. Most
deals don’t merit the cost required to load
all those team members onto a plane for
a sales call. Virtual calls, however, are
another story. Take this opportunity
to think through how to marshal more
resources across the organization to
partner on sales opportunities.
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RETHINK

WHERE SELLERS
SPEND THEIR TIME
Sellers spend less time in actual sales interactions
than in the past, now down to 32% of their week.
By shifting to virtual selling, the 10% of seller time
spent traveling can be reinvested in other activities
that improve results. But without careful planning,
those saved travel hours could be easily absorbed
into forecasting, reporting and other internal and
administrative tasks.
Avoid administrative creep by considering your
sales process. Customers and prospects now face
changes to their business models in response to
this global crisis, which will drastically impact how
they buy and, therefore, how sellers need to sell.
Sellers and leaders need clear frameworks and tools
for account, opportunity and call management to
rethink and reprioritize their work. A formal sales
process provides clear direction on what sellers and
leaders should do to succeed.
Our studies consistently show that the more formal
the sales process, the better win rates and revenue
attainment. Structure provides the ﬂexibility to
respond to unplanned conditions.

SELLERS SPEND LESS TIME IN
ACTUAL SALES INTERACTIONS
THAN IN THE PAST, NOW DOWN
TO 32% OF THEIR WEEK.
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MAXIMIZE
AVAILABLE
TECHNOLOGIES
Our annual Sales Operations
Study shows that the average
sales organization uses ten
sales technology tools. Yet
many, if not most, underutilize
these tools. How does your
organization use engagement
platforms, customer success
platforms, social selling
tools, or lead scoring tools?
Consider even the most
utilitarian tools: you likely have
conference call recording or
web meeting technology with
untapped potential. Ensure
that salespeople understand
the advanced features of these
tools and use them to create
interactive and engaging
experiences. For example,
ask customers to record key
calls—the resulting transcripts
give sellers more complete and
accurate call notes and provide
critical details to sales managers
for coaching.

Even something as simple as
using video can demonstrate
focus and discourage multitasking.
Adoption starts with sales
managers and internal meetings.
Unfortunately, when sales
executives rated sales managers
on key capabilities, “ensuring
tool and technology adoption”
ranked low among the items
we studied, with only 27% of
organizations claiming it is a
strength. Your leaders may need
additional support to model
the way.
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CUSTOMER
INTIMACY
MATTERS MORE
THAN EVER
Regardless of the setting, selling at its heart
remains the act of acquiring, growing, and
retaining business relationships. Building those
relationships requires a series of “defining
moments,” which is any time a customer or
prospect evaluates their seller, their experience,
or their relationship against their expectations.
The vast majority of defining moments are
neutral; they meet expectations. Negative
defining moments fall short. Positive ones
exceed expectations and drive loyalty—and
it is just as possible to achieve them in a virtual
environment as in a physical one. But they don’t
occur spontaneously. Commercial organizations
accustomed to more frequent, and in-person
engagement need to revisit their processes,
methodology, and skills to proactively drive
the positive defining moments that create
customer intimacy in this new, constantlychanging environment.
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Get more insights like
this in our new report,
written by and for leaders
working to get through
and beyond this crisis.
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